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Managed Network Detection & Response (NDR)

Without the correct tools, security operations teams are left in the dark 
when trying to detect attacks; 69% of IT security practitioners cite network 
visibility as the top reason for SOC ineffectiveness. 

Network Detection and Response (NDR) solutions use non-signature-
based, data analytical techniques to detect anomalous or suspicious 
network traffic.
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Our Managed NDR service provides customers with the capability to 
detect and defend against advanced threats wherever their infrastructure 
is situated. Our Managed NDR service provides customers with a 24/7 SOC 
security monitoring capability and the skills required to install and manage 
an NDR solution.
We have partnered with ExtraHop and their Reveal(x) 360 platform to 
provide the technology at the heart of our Managed NDR service. The 
Reveal(x) 360 platform is a SaaS platform designed to detect advanced 
threats, investigate incidents, and stop breaches, before they can 
compromise your business.
The main features of the Managed NDR service are: 
• Experienced cyber security engineers and architects to design, deploy, 

and manage the underlying technologies and platforms.
• 24/7 SOC monitoring from our team of expert security analysts.
• Reveal(x) 360 cloud platform providing machine learning to detect 

attacks without the need for signatures, wherever your infrastructure is 
located.

• Our Managed SOAR platform which uses expertly designed playbooks 
designed to deliver security outcomes quickly alongside clear reporting 
and visibility into the decisions our team of experts are taking.

 



Managed Network Detection & Response

At Talion, we’re changing the way organisations interact with their Managed 
Security Service Provider.  Born out of BAE Systems, our service is built on 
first-hand knowledge of military engineering and defence-grade security, 
together with an in-depth understanding of the threat landscape facing the 
commercial world today. 
 
When it comes to cyber security, we believe every organisation deserves 
full visibility and complete control over how threats are monitored, how 
decisions are made, and how their business is protected. That’s why 
we prioritise transparency and collaboration across our service lines, 
implementing security programs that give businesses the control and 
freedom to pursue ambitions and realise goals, safe in the knowledge that 
we’ve got their back, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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Working with us has the following advantages: 
• As an independent MSSP we only work with best of breed security 

technologies and partners.
• Our team of Solution Architects, Security Engineers and SOC Analysts 

provide the skills to design, deploy, and operate the Managed NDR 
service so you don’t have to.

• We provide transparency and visibility into our managed services, 
enabling us to form an effective partnership essential to detecting and 
stopping attacks. 

• We operate a defence-grade managed security service using our Threat 
Intelligence. We understand the threat landscape to help protect a global 
base of enterprise customers in the Defence, Legal, Financial Services, 
Technology, Construction, Energy and Social Care sectors.
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